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Abstract

The expanding reach of international investment law and the negotiation of major economic treaties between democratic polities have prompted new debates about the relationship between democracy and the international investment regime. This article develops an analytical framework for understanding that relationship. It first unpacks the concept of democracy, exploring the ‘rules-based’ and ‘action-based’ conceptions that emerge from political theory and their relevance to international investment law. It then examines three themes that frame the relationship between democracy and international investment law: the interface between the investment regime and national democratic space; the place of democratic processes in investment treaty making; and public participation in the settlement of investment disputes. The interplay between rules- and action-based dimensions provides a common thread across the three themes. The article concludes that there is a gap between formal rules and citizen action in promoting democratic oversight, and significant scope to develop more effective mechanisms to install democratic governance in the creation and implementation of international investment law.
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1. FRAMING THE ISSUE

The relationship between law and politics has long framed evolutions in international investment law. The emergence of the modern international investment regime was accompanied by debates about the perceived need to ‘depoliticize’, and correspondingly to ‘juridify’, investment disputes. In this context, international investment treaties and arbitration were seen as tools to replace the politics of diplomatic protection with expert legal solutions developed through impartial international adjudication.1 The critical literature has challenged these narratives, emphasizing the continued pervasiveness of politics in the international
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investment regime,² and in international law more broadly.³ While the extent and precise contours of that pervasiveness are contested, there is little doubt that politics remain an important parameter in the development of international investment law. Choices on whether to conclude an international investment treaty, and in what form, are eminently political: investment treaties ‘are agreements rooted in a certain worldview, which vindicate certain internal socio-economic interests’,⁴ and which can have important distributive consequences.⁵ Different governments and interest groups can legitimately have diverse positions on how to mediate the ensuing trade-offs, outlining horizons beyond which technical analyses give ground to political considerations. Investment disputes can also involve political dimensions, particularly where politically sensitive assets are at stake, and several arbitral tribunals have dealt with arguments that politics unduly influenced a government’s handling of investment issues.⁶ The enduring relevance of politics to the investment regime raises fundamental questions about how political choices are made, and about the place of democratic governance in international investment law.

These questions form part of wider, longstanding debates about the relationship between democracy and international law in general. As the First World War raged, international jurist Elihu Root elaborated on the Kantian ideal of ‘perpetual peace’ and argued that the rise of democracy would make war less likely and observance of international law a higher priority.⁷ The end of the Cold War triggered new debates about the role of international law in promoting democracy, including through the articulation of a proposed right to democratic governance.⁸ The growing interdependence among states increasingly calls for international solutions to global problems,⁹ adding new dimensions to debates traditionally focused on national governance in the context of the ‘Westphalian’ state: the expanding reach of international law challenges democratic polities to install oversight mechanisms in the making and implementation of international law itself.¹⁰

The recent or ongoing negotiation of major trade and investment treaties has added new momentum to these debates. Heated discussions have accompanied

---
⁶ See, e.g., Compañía de Aguas del Aconcagua SA and Vivendi Universal SA v. Republic of Argentina (Award, 2007) ICSID Case No. ARB/97/3 (Vivendi II), at 7.4.18–7.4.46, 7.5.8; Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Limited v. United Republic of Tanzania (Award, 2008) ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, at 497–500, 519; Abengoa S.A. v. COFIDES S.A. v. Estados Unidos Mexicanos (Award, 2013) ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/2, at 192–297, 572–610.
¹⁰ Weiler, supra note 4, at 561.
the negotiation of the proposed Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between the EU and Canada,\(^\text{11}\) the proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) among 12 countries around the Pacific,\(^\text{12}\) and the proposed Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the EU and the US.\(^\text{13}\) Given the far-reaching repercussions such treaties could have in a wide range of policy areas, questions are being asked as to whether even ‘mature’ democracies provide adequate channels for public oversight of the treaties – and some scholars have called for strengthening the parameters of democratic governance in international economic diplomacy.\(^\text{14}\)

Investment chapters and standalone investment treaties that allow businesses to initiate arbitrations against states over measures taken by elected governments or parliaments have attracted particularly vigorous debates, and raised public concerns that international regulation might unduly restrict space for democratic governance.\(^\text{15}\)

The complexities are also becoming increasingly clear. Contemporary economic treaties typically involve difficult technical issues. So any discussion about legal arrangements for democratic oversight also requires exploring ways to ensure that oversight is properly informed, and considering institutional vehicles that can most appropriately facilitate citizen engagement. At a more conceptual level, there have been concerns that ill-thought through attempts to bridge democratic governance and the investment regime might provide new avenues for cultural imperialism; these concerns are particularly relevant to suggestions that investor-state arbitration is problematic when applied to some polities but not others, with parallels being drawn between today’s notion of ‘democratic’ polities and the now discredited concept of ‘civilized’ nations.\(^\text{16}\) Among other things, these concerns call for a more fine-grained understanding of democracy in its multiple shapes and cultural roots,\(^\text{17}\) including beyond Western traditions.\(^\text{18}\) Additional conceptual challenges are at play, because the notion of democracy presumes an identifiable people (\textit{demos}) and has been associated in modern history with the emergence of the nation state. Rising to


\(^{13}\) In the EU, a public petition on CETA and TTIP reportedly marshalled over 3 million signatures. See L. Williams, ‘TTIP: Three Million People Sign Petition to Scrap Controversial Trade Deal’, \textit{The Independent}, 5 October 2015, available at www.independent.co.uk/news/business/tpip-three-million-people-sign-petition-to-scrap-controversial-trade-deal-a6680411.html.


\(^{17}\) For example, UN General Assembly Res. 55/96 recognizes ‘the rich and diverse nature of the community of the world’s democracies, which arise out of all of the world’s social, cultural and religious beliefs and traditions’. UNGA Res. 55/96 Promoting and Consolidating Democracy, UN Doc. A/RES/55/96 (2001), at preambular para. 7.

the challenge might therefore involve rethinking not only how international law is made and implemented, but also ‘the very building blocks of democracy’. ¹⁹

This article explores the relationship between democracy and international investment law. Given the vast field of inquiry, the article primarily develops and tests an analytical framework. As more evidence comes to light, this framework could be validated or revisited, and in any case further developed. While this theme is now at the centre of lively debates in particular geographies, including the EU, the article takes an international perspective. The article first unpacks the concept of democracy, exploring the ‘rules-based’ and ‘action-based’ conceptions that emerge from political theory and their relevance to international investment law. It then explores three themes that frame the relationship between democracy and international investment law: the interface between the investment regime and national democratic space; the place of democratic processes in investment treaty making; and public participation in the settlement of investment disputes. The interplay between rules- and action-based dimensions of democracy provides a common thread across the three themes. The article argues that there is a gap between formal rules and citizen action in promoting democratic oversight, and significant scope for more effective legal arrangements to install democratic governance in the making and implementation of international investment law.

2. Unpacking Democracy: Between Rules and Action

Several strands of scholarly writing in political theory, philosophy, law, history and sociology – to mention but a few relevant academic disciplines – have enriched public understanding of democratic governance. It is impossible to do justice to this vast body of thought in the limited space available here. In general terms, democracy refers to the diverse arrangements for configuring political authority that enable, in Abraham Lincoln’s celebrated words, ‘government of the people, by the people, for the people’. ²⁰ Beyond this broad formulation, positions diverge widely on desirable or actually observed arrangements to ensure government ‘by the people’, partly reflecting different political alignments. In political theory, some conceptions focus on the features and benefits of representative democracy, ²¹ and on electoral mechanisms for selecting those in power; ²² while other conceptions emphasize the value of direct, grassroots-level deliberation. ²³ Recognizing the dark side of unfettered majority rule, many theorists have advanced conceptions of liberal democracy that combine government ‘by the people’ with safeguards for human rights and the rule
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¹⁹ Weiler, supra note 4, at 561.
²¹ J. S. Mill, Considerations on Representative Government (1861).
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of law. Sensible ways to cluster and classify the diverse conceptions of democracy are almost endless, depending on the nature and purpose of the analysis. One useful approach distinguishes conceptions based on the relative importance they attach to rules and to action in framing democratic processes.

Some conceptions of democracy focus on the formal rules and procedures for public decision-making. While the specific features of these rules and procedures vary, the focus is often on electoral processes and relations of democratic accountability. In this context, formal belonging to a polity is the defining feature of citizenship, which entails a set of legal rights and liberties shaping the ability of citizens to participate in the management of public affairs. Public institutions are the official guarantors of these rights and liberties, and ultimately of democratic governance itself. While different terms have been used to describe these ways of framing democratic governance, this article refers to them as the rules-based conceptions of democracy. In relation to international investment law, relevant aspects would include, for example, the legal right of citizens to elect parliamentarians and the formal processes that define the ability of parliament to influence treaty making. Depending on the jurisdiction, referenda enabling citizens to vote on the ratification of treaties might also be relevant, while formal procedures for public participation in investor-state arbitration would extend democratic safeguards to international adjudication.

A second set of conceptions focuses on the practices of ‘contestation and negotiation’ whereby citizens seek to influence the management of public affairs. These approaches conceptualize democracy not as a state of affairs defined by formal rules and procedures, but as a never achieved, always evolving practice centred on debate, dissent and deliberation. Relevant strands of thought include deliberative democracy theories that highlight the role of rational, collaborative deliberation, conceptions of democracy that consider dissent and contestation as the defining features of democratic politics, and analyzes that point to the importance of civic associations and grassroots co-operation in establishing the cultural preconditions for democracy to prosper. This framing of democracy around the practices of citizen engagement is not restricted to those who have formal citizenship status. Rather, it is the practice of engaging that constitutes the citizen. And in the context
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28 Tully, supra note 25, at 36.
33 Tully, supra note 25, at 37–8.
of complex technical issues, vested interests, and power imbalances, citizen action involves not just the abstract, individual citoyen of the 1789 French Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen, but the practices of deliberation, participation, and contestation by citizens in their collective and organized capacity. At the same time, questions have been raised about the legitimacy of organized groups such as non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to represent public concerns. \(^{34}\) With regard to international investment law, these ‘action-based’ conceptions of democracy are reflected, for example, in the advocacy carried out by NGOs and social movements such as trade unions and consumer groups in the context of economic treaty negotiations, and proactive engagement of and with parliament in treaty-making processes. They are also reflected in debates about whether the international investment regime can unduly affect space for citizens to influence public decisions where meeting citizens’ demands would undermine business interests. \(^{35}\)

Both rules- and action-based conceptions of democracy have formed the object of critique. Some scholars have applied insights from the work of Michel Foucault to show that, even in a perfect procedural democracy, the operation of power in the production of knowledge, interests, and identities can hollow out democratic values without formally contradicting democratic procedures. \(^{36}\) And while deliberative democracy has received widespread support from both theorists and practitioners, it has also come under scrutiny – for example, on the ground that socio-economic inequalities can influence concrete patterns of deliberative democracy, \(^{37}\) or that deliberative democracy theories emphasize ‘elitist’ features such as reason, expertise, and constructive dialogue and underestimate the role of mass mobilization and countervailing power. \(^{38}\)

Rules- and action-based conceptions of democracy differ in philosophical terms, and ultimately in their practical implications; but they are not mutually exclusive. In important respects, the two conceptions reflect complementary dimensions of the democratic process. For example, savvy use of legal rights and processes can support citizen strategies of negotiation and contestation – including through the exercise of the ‘political’ rights of freedom of expression, assembly, and association, and through the strategic use of freedom of information legislation, judicial review, or public interest litigation. On the other hand, the reality of authoritarian regimes operating under formally democratic constitutions highlights the imperative for even rules-based conceptions to explore how the rules are applied. The coexistence of rules- and action-based dimensions in concrete manifestations of democratic governance is illustrated particularly clearly by pioneering initiatives

---


to institutionalize the practices of deliberative democracy within the machinery of government, for instance through arrangements for participatory budgeting and ‘account giving’. While legal training might make lawyers instinctively inclined to address rules-based aspects, considering action-based dimensions as well is essential to develop a more realistic account of how democracy and international investment law intersect.

As the system of legal rules governing relations among states, and in some respects between states and private actors, international law would at first sight seem to inherently favour rules-based conceptions of democracy. Human rights treaties such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) affirm fundamental rights that establish formal vehicles for citizen engagement – including the right of citizens to vote and, in addition, ‘to take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives’. The Human Rights Committee, which oversees the implementation of the ICCPR, has clarified that this right covers the formulation and implementation of policy at both national and international levels. While most human rights pertain to all human beings, the rights to vote and to take part in the conduct of public affairs are restricted to those holding formal citizenship, thereby cementing a rules-based perspective that emphasizes the formal legal status of citizens in the democratic process. Giving effect to the principle that ‘[e]nvironmental issues are best handled with participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant level’, international environmental law also establishes ‘procedural rights’ that strongly resonate with rules-based conceptions of democracy – namely, access to information, public participation in decision-making, and access to justice.

However, international law also corroborates the relevance of action-based conceptions. The Human Rights Committee has clarified that, in addition to voting rights, citizens can take part in public affairs in other ways, including 'by exerting influence through public debate and dialogue with their representatives or through
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42 ICCPR, supra note 40, Art. 25. ACHR, supra note 40, Art. 23. See also General Comment No. 25, supra note 41, at 3.


44 1998 Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters, 38 ILM 517 (1999) (Aarhus Convention), Arts. 4, 6 and 9. The Aarhus Convention has limited geographic scope, covering Europe and the former Soviet Union, but a comparable regional treaty is being developed in Latin America and the Caribbean. For more information on this process, see the UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, available at www.cepal.org/en/principio-10.
their capacity to organize themselves’. 45 Important political rights, such as freedom of expression, assembly, and association, are not restricted to those holding formal citizenship status. These circumstances create space for action-based notions of citizenship, whereby agents become citizens ‘in virtue of actual participation in civic activities’. 46 The United Nations Human Rights Council too has stressed the importance of action-based dimensions, emphasizing the role of political opposition, civil society, the media, human rights defenders, and citizens themselves in ensuring that advances are made. 47 Because of these conceptual and jurisprudential considerations, there is a strong case for examining the relationship between democracy and international investment law through the prism of both rules- and action-based dimensions.

3. INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LAW AND NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC SPACE

A good place to start exploring how democracy and the investment regime intersect concerns the relationship between international investment law and space for democratic decision-making at national and subnational levels. The international investment regime establishes legal safeguards to protect foreign investment against the exercise of public powers – even if public action responds to democratic decision-making. This framing locates international investment law at the interface between liberal safeguards and democratic governance. While the framing involves multiple dimensions, two aspects provide particularly fertile ground for exploration: first, the notion that foreign investors need international protection because they are excluded from the national democratic process; and second, the much-debated question of whether the international protection of foreign investment unduly restricts national democratic space. The next two sections examine each issue in turn, covering both rules- and action-based dimensions.

3.1. Citizenship and the foundations of international investment law

The first issue concerns the normative justification for the special legal safeguards that international investment law provides to foreign investors and investments, over and above the protections that may be available under national law. One line of argument justifies these international safeguards on the ground that foreign investors, as non-nationals, lack formal rights of political representation in the country in which they operate. 48 This lack of political rights would deprive foreign investors of any voice in decision-making, and make them vulnerable to

45 General Comment No. 25, supra note 41, at 8.
46 Tully, supra note 25, at 37.
political manipulation and scapegoating. Some commentators have compared investment treaties to the constitutional safeguards that, in conceptions of liberal democracy, aim to minimize the risk of a ‘tyranny of the majority’ – namely, through the entrenchment of rights that even majority vote cannot overturn. This argument shifts the emphasis from popular sovereignty to the safeguards of liberal democracy, and in a constitutional law context it can affect the distribution of power between the legislature, which makes law, and the judiciary, which in many jurisdictions has the power to determine whether legislation complies with the constitution.

At first sight, there are parallels between the safeguards established by national constitutions and those provided by international investment law. Like the bills of rights entrenched in many national constitutions, investment treaties set standards of governance against which the conduct of public authorities can be reviewed. And like constitutions, investment treaties establish safeguards aimed at surviving electoral cycles: termination clauses typically prevent unilateral treaty termination for specified periods of time (often ten or 15 years) and provide that the treaty continues to apply to investments made before termination (often for another ten or 15 years); while renegotiating treaties it requires the agreement of the other states parties. However, there are complex legal and theoretical questions about the appropriateness of this comparison: unlike bills of rights, investment treaties tend not to use the language of ‘rights’, they create reciprocal obligations between states. Further, national constitutions and international treaties operate at different levels, and in different ways, with significant practical implications. Depending on the jurisdiction, for example, a constitutional court may have the power to strike down norms it deems unconstitutional – a power international investor-state arbitral tribunals lack. On the other hand, international investment law may allow investors to claim damages in circumstances where national law provides no remedy, in deference to parliamentary sovereignty. From a political perspective, constitutions – at least in theory – embody the social contract, and their drafting or modification is (or should be) carried out through mechanisms that, ‘guarantee extraordinarily high levels of democratic consent’.

51 M. Schwartzberg, Democracy and Legal Change (2007), 199.
comparable levels of democratic deliberation have accompanied investment treaty making.

More fundamentally, arguments about the political marginalization of foreign investors deserve closer scrutiny. First, neither foreign nor domestically incorporated companies have the right to vote, so there is no discrimination in this respect; though foreign investors can be individuals too, and individuals brought several investor-state arbitration claims. Second, those arguments embody a rules-based view of political influence that does not reflect the multiple real-world channels that businesses can use to affect policy, including high-level political access and diverse lobbying strategies. In other words, foreign investors are excluded from rules-based citizenship, but they may still be able to significantly influence decision-making. Also, arguments about the political marginalization of foreign investors imply a localized and insulated view of politics that does not consider the effects of globalization on the bounds of possible public action, and they ignore the fact that in authoritarian contexts citizens may also face constrained political space. Further questions arise where political economy factors and practical constraints such as poverty and illiteracy disenfranchise groups of citizens in spite of their political rights and even affirmative action measures, particularly in low- and middle-income countries. Once the attention shifts away from a purely rules-based conception of democracy, and once account is taken of (constraints affecting) action-based dimensions, it becomes apparent that social, political, and economic factors can undermine the ability of citizens to deliberate and influence, and even place them at a disadvantage vis-à-vis foreign (or domestic) businesses. These considerations cast real doubt over conventional arguments that point to foreign investors’ lack of formalized political rights as the normative justification for international investment protection.

3.2. Investment treaties and arbitration, the ‘regulatory chill’ debate and national democratic space

The second dimension concerns the extent to which international investment law can affect policy options, and ultimately democratic space. The adoption of some comprehensive trade treaties has been associated with rapid, far-reaching national
law reforms aimed at giving effect to treaty commitments. This has raised questions about space for democratic deliberation in situations where time pressures can be intense and parliament may delegate to the executive extensive legislative powers. On the other hand, debates linking the international investment regime to national democratic space have centred on whether substantive standards and legal remedies to protect foreign investment can make it more difficult for authorities to act in the public interest – a concern commonly referred to as ‘regulatory chill’.

That international treaties can restrict available policy options should not surprise: governments may be legally required to take some measures, and proscribed from taking others. Treaties create legally binding obligations, and a state cannot invoke national law, ‘no matter how democratically established’, to justify non-compliance with its international treaty commitments. Beyond these general considerations, however, several factors have placed investment treaties and arbitration at the centre of global debates about appropriate balances between corporate and public interests. These factors include the ability of foreign investors to challenge public action by directly accessing international investor-state arbitration; the openly worded investment protection standards contained in many investment treaties, which delegate considerable power to the arbitral tribunals interpreting those standards; and the growing number of actual arbitrations affecting an increasingly wide range of policy areas – including taxation, industrial policy, public health, redistributive reform and environmental protection, to name but a few. In turn, these factors raise issues of democratic governance, because arbitral tribunals usually comprising three private individuals are called to review the conduct of democratically elected governments or legislatures, or of national courts, based on treaty standards that leave significant scope for discretion.


63 For a discussion of these issues, see Interview with Toby Landau QC, 28 March 2014, available at www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjaoADp1CJs.
damages are the main remedy available to investors under investor-state arbitration, meaning that states can ultimately take action so long as they compensate investors.\textsuperscript{64} But critical commentators have raised concerns that the risk of exposure to arbitration claims – possibly involving substantial liabilities in compensation and/or legal costs – might reduce the options public authorities can consider in practice, thereby ‘shrinking democratic space’.\textsuperscript{65}

Much scholarly literature about regulatory chill has focused on doctrinal discussions of treaty formulations and their arbitral interpretation. However, empirically observing the perceptions and behaviour of public authorities is critical in determining whether those authorities consider the risk of arbitration claims in their decision-making processes, and how this circumstance affects options for public action. Methodological challenges constrain systematic evidence, because information about government action and its motivations is often not in the public domain, and because counterfactuals – whether authorities would have acted differently in the absence, or presence, of an applicable investment treaty – are typically not available.\textsuperscript{66}

In addition, biases undermine the evidence base, for example because it is easier to find out about the cases where authorities did act, resulting in publicly reported investor-state arbitrations. Overall, there are examples of governments both seeking advice on arbitration risks before enacting proposed measures, and maintaining measures in the face of arbitration threats or claims.\textsuperscript{67} Evidence suggesting that many government officials in low- and middle-income countries have only a limited understanding of investment treaties and their implications\textsuperscript{68} would militate to qualify the extent of regulatory chill, though awareness may grow as the number and reach of arbitrations increase. Socio-legal studies and media reports do suggest that, on some occasions at least, the risk of arbitration claims was a consideration in policy making, highlighting the need not to be complacent about the restrictions that the investment regime can create. Examples include institutionalized arrangements for legal vetting of proposed legislation,\textsuperscript{69} and reports that arbitration risks may have affected

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{65} Schneiderman, supra note 35, at 910. See also William Ralph Clayton, William Richard Clayton, Douglas Clayton, Daniel Clayton and Bilcon of Delaware Inc. v. Government of Canada, Award on Jurisdiction and Liability Dissenting Opinion of Professor Donald McRae, PCA Case No. 2009-04 (2015), at 48, 51 (expressing the concern that the majority’s decision on liability may have a chilling effect on environmental impact assessment review processes).
\item \textsuperscript{66} Bonnitcha, supra note 5, at 113–33.
\item \textsuperscript{67} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{68} L.N.S. Poulsen, Bounded Rationality and Economic Diplomacy: The Politics of Investment Treaties in Developing Countries (2015).
\item \textsuperscript{69} G. Van Harten and D.N. Scott, ‘Investment Treaties and the Internal Vetting of Regulatory Proposals: A Case Study from Canada’, (2016) 7(2) Journal of International Dispute Settlement 92–116 (discussing how Canadian government officials consider legal risks in policy processes).
\end{itemize}
law making or public action in diverse policy areas such as public health,\textsuperscript{70} banking regulation,\textsuperscript{71} environmental protection,\textsuperscript{72} and the issuance of natural resource concessions.\textsuperscript{73}

The focus of regulatory chill debates on measures adopted by governments or parliaments implies a rules-based perspective that connects democratic processes to formalized action by public authorities. An action-based perspective broadens the horizon to also consider opportunities for contestation and negotiation involving a wider range of actors seeking to influence public decision-making. Some international investment law scholarship casts the state either as a benevolent regulator unduly constrained by international investment law, or as an opportunistic predator requiring international discipline. In practice, diverse political economy factors produce complex patterns of state conduct that, depending on the circumstances, may – or may not – advance local or public interests.\textsuperscript{74} Pressure from organized citizens can therefore be an important factor in public action. In this context, public contestation of issues related to ongoing or proposed investments can manifest itself in direct action (e.g., protests, occupations) or court proceedings that could engage investment protection standards. Protests or occupations have been at stake in several arbitrations, with investor claims challenging related or subsequent state

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{70} Legal action against Australia over plain packaging legislation would appear to have been a consideration in the adoption of anti-smoking legislation in New Newland, with the New Zealand government announcing that it ‘will wait and see what happens with Australia’s legal cases, making it a possibility that if necessary, enactment of New Zealand legislation and/or regulations could be delayed pending those outcomes’: ‘Government moves forward with plain packaging of tobacco products’, \textit{New Zealand Government Press Release}, 19 February 2013, available at \url{www.beehive.govt.nz/release/government-moves-forward-plain-packaging-tobacco-products}. Known ‘legal cases’ against Australia included an investor-state arbitration, and proceedings at the World Trade Organization. See also L.E. Peterson, ‘First Hearing in Philip Morris v. Australia Arbitration is Pushed into 2014, as New Zealand Reveals it is Awaiting Outcome of Australian Cases’, \textit{Investment Arbitration Reporter}, 28 February 2013, available at \url{www.iareporter.com/articles/20130228-2}. Three years later, after the investor-state arbitration was dismissed, the New Zealand government announced that the legislation would go ahead. S. Kirk, ‘Tobacco Plain Packaging Likely to be Law by End of Year – John Key’, \textit{Stuff}, 15 February 2016, available at \url{www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/76917027/Tobacco-plain-packaging-likely-to-be-law-by-end-of-year-John-Key}.

\textsuperscript{71} For reports that threats of arbitration by foreign-owned banks may have contributed to watering down proposed banking legislation in Poland, see C. Wiśniewski and O. Górska, ‘A Need for Preventive Investment Protection?’, \textit{Kluwer Arbitration Blog}, 30 September 2015, available at \url{kuwerarbitrationblog.com/blog/2015/09/30/a-need-for-preventive-investment-protection/}.


\textsuperscript{73} On the reported rekindling of parliamentary debates about proposed legislation to ban metals mining in El Salvador after the dismissal of an investor-state arbitration, see, e.g., Diario Co Latino, ‘Mineria: Señal Positiva’, 12 January 2017, available at \url{www.diariocolatino.com/mineria-señal-positiva/}.

conduct,75 and so have court proceedings initiated by NGOs or grassroots groups.76 Similarly, government action in response to NGO advocacy and subsequent parliamentary debates reportedly led to threats of investor-state arbitration.77 One question is whether investment protections can make it more difficult for citizens to obtain what they seek. Again, methodological challenges constrain systematic evidence; but reports suggest that, on some occasions at least, concerns about costly arbitration proceedings may have been a factor in government responses to public protests.78

The factual circumstances of some arbitrations illustrate how the unfolding of political mobilization can put pressure on legal requirements and prescribed procedures. But arbitral jurisprudence arguably also points to a gulf between the mind-set of legally trained arbitrators and the political nature of action-based democracy. Investments in some sensitive sectors – land and natural resources, for example – can raise highly emotive and inherently political issues, especially where natural resources provide an important basis for rural livelihoods and social identity. Mobilization of political figures, in government or opposition, is a common strategy advocacy groups pursue to contest investment issues – particularly where national law provides limited avenues for ‘juridified’ contestation.79 In other words, a degree of politicization may be a fact of life when action-based democracy is applied to investment issues. One question is how arbitral tribunals square these political dimensions with respect for the rule of law. Some tribunals have taken issue with inflammatory statements, political rallies, or action taken under public pressure or against the backdrop of electoral campaigns,80 leading some commentators to criticize the tribunals’ perceived ‘ambivalence, if not outright disdain, for the results of democratic processes’.81 However, other tribunals have recognized that ‘it is
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75 For example, the arbitration Vestey Group Limited included claims that the government failed to protect the agribusiness venture from farm occupations. Vestey Group Limited v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (Award, 2016) ICSID Case No. ARB/06/4, paras. 62–5, 73, 80–2. For an earlier arbitration involving allegations of farm occupations, see, e.g., Tradex Hellas S.A. v. Albania (Award, 1999) ICSID Case No. ARB/94/2. Public protests featured in the facts of several arbitrations. See, e.g., Técnicas Medioambientales Tecmed S.A. v. The United Mexican States, supra note 48, paras. 42, 49, 105(4)–(5), 106–10, 127–44; Abengoa S.A. y Cofides S.A. v. Estados Unidos Mexicanos, supra note 6, paras. 194–208, 587; Copper Mesa Mining Corporation v. The Republic of Ecuador, Award, PCA Case No. 2012-2 (2016), paras. 4.12, 4.32–5, 4.45, 4.52, 4.57, 4.69, 4.73, 4.82, 4.87, 4.95, 4.107, 4.111–12, 4.115, 4.141, 4.154–5, 4.194–5.

76 For examples of arbitrations where court litigation initiated by NGOs or local residents feature prominently, see the ongoing cases Chevron Corporation and Texaco Petroleum Corporation v. The Republic of Ecuador (PCA Case No. 2009-23), and Infinito Gold Ltd. v. Republic of Costa Rica (ICSID Case No. ARB/14/5).


80 See, e.g., Vivendi II, supra note 6, paras. 7.4.18–7.4.46, 7.5.8; Biwater Gauff, supra note 6, at 497–500, 519; Abengoa, supra note 6, at 192–297, 572–610.

81 Schneiderman, supra note 35, at 911 (discussing the Tecmed case, supra note 48).
normal and common that a public policy matter becomes a political issue’, and have clarified that politicization does not necessarily result in arbitrary or discriminatory conduct.82

To sum up: by establishing standards that public action must comply with, the international investment regime subjects democratically decided measures to legal scrutiny. The foregoing analysis highlights that shifting from purely rules-based perspectives to include consideration of action-based dimensions provides a fuller, more realistic account of this interface between the international investment regime and national democratic space – questioning established assumptions about the marginalization of foreign investors in national polities, and linking concerns about regulatory chill to space for action by organized citizens as well as governments and parliaments. While methodological challenges constrain systematic data and call for additional empirical work, available evidence suggests that investment treaties and arbitration can be a factor in public decision-making. The financial implications of investment treaties and arbitration also raise questions about how the costs of socially desirable measures should be distributed between governments and businesses. In other words, international investment law does matter, and this creates challenges for ensuring democratic oversight of its development – an issue this article now turns to exploring.

4. DEMOCRACY AND INVESTMENT TREATY MAKING: BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN RULES AND ACTION

The implications of investment treaties and arbitration call for examining opportunities for democratic decision-making in the development of international investment law – particularly investment treaties, which account for the bulk of the norms of contemporary international investment law. A brief discussion of rules- and action-based dimensions points to gaps between formal rules and citizen action in promoting democratic oversight of investment treaty making.

4.1. A rules-based perspective on investment treaty making: The case of treaty ratification

A rules-based analysis would tend to focus on the norms of international law and constitutional law that regulate treaty making processes. This would include norms governing the adoption and entry into force of international treaties but also, for example, the rules on public or parliamentary access to information concerning ongoing negotiations. In relation to each polity, these diverse rules cannot be assessed in isolation but must be considered as part of the overall ‘package’ they are part of. This is because the operation of one rule can have implications for other parts of the package. For the purposes of this analysis, however, space constraints impose a narrower focus, and this section discusses treaty ratification.

82 See AES Summit Generation Limited and AES-Tisza Erömü Kft v. The Republic of Hungary (Award, 2010) ICSID Case No. ARB/07/22, paras. 10.3.22–10.3.24, 10.3.34.
Apart from minimalistic rules about the representation of states at treaty negotiation and signature stages, international law leaves states with ample latitude to determine the constitutional arrangements through which public authorities can make treaties. International law also allows diverse mechanisms for states to express their consent to be bound by a treaty, including signature, exchange of instruments, ratification, acceptance, approval, and accession. Ratification is commonly required for treaties having significant political or economic implications, although some investment treaties provide that they enter into force upon signature. International negotiations are typically conducted by the executive, and requirements for the text agreed by negotiators to be ratified (that is, formally approved) by public authorities in each state party can create space for democratic scrutiny before a treaty produces its legal effects. Therefore, ratification constitutes one important arena for exploring rules-based dimensions in treaty-making processes. However, a closer examination of ratification rules and practices reveals tensions between an institution that historically emerged to safeguard the prerogatives of the sovereign vis-à-vis their own plenipotentiaries on the one hand, and the imperatives created by modern democratic societies on the other.

In each state, procedures for ratification are determined by constitutional law, and it is impossible to do justice to the great diversity of constitutional configurations in the space allowed here. Overall, the institutions of representative democracy – particularly the roles of government and parliament in treaty ratification – emerge as a key issue in rules-based perspectives. In polities where governments are democratically elected, formal ratification by the cabinet might itself be deemed to provide a tool for democratic governance: from a rules-based standpoint, a democratically elected government represents the interests and aspirations of the people. But even in multi-party polities with genuinely free and fair elections, electoral mandate alone is a blunt instrument to channel the citizens’ diverse views on multiple policy issues over a four or five-year mandate period. As a constitutional organ that, in democratic polities, is likely to reflect a wider range of political positions than those advanced by the executive, parliament can provide a more open space for democratic oversight of investment treaty making. In many polities, parliamentary approval is
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89 Wouters, et al., supra note 86, at 35.
an explicit legal requirement for ratification – in the EU and the US, for example. However, several constitutions around the world allow the cabinet to ratify treaties with little or no parliamentary involvement, and depending on the jurisdiction less demanding parliamentary approval requirements may apply to standalone investment treaties compared to more encompassing trade and investment treaties.

In some jurisdictions, there is no legal requirement for parliament to approve treaty ratification, but the government must lay treaties before parliament for a specified period of time before it can ratify them, and parliament can object to ratification. In the United Kingdom (UK), for example, a legal regime along these lines is embodied in Section 20 of the Constitutional Reform and Governance Act of 2010; codifying and developing pre-existing constitutional practice, this legislation requires the Government to lay treaties before Parliament for 21 sitting days before ratification. This arrangement enables some Parliamentary scrutiny of treaties, but gives Parliament considerably weaker powers than would typically apply to the adoption of domestic legislation. Apart from empowering the executive to waive the application of the prescribed Parliamentary process, UK legislation does not confer upon Parliament effective powers to block ratification: if the House of Lords votes against ratification, the Government can still ratify the treaty; while if the House of Commons votes against ratification, the Government can again lay the treaty before Parliament, stating the reasons why it believes the treaty should be ratified; the House of Commons can object again, and the process can notionally be repeated indefinitely. In practice, Parliamentary objections may make it politically difficult for the Government to insist on ratification, though if the Government does insist it may prove difficult in practical terms for the House of Commons to block a treaty through indefinitely repeated votes within tight deadlines. In fact, even holding a single debate, let alone an inquiry, a public consultation, or a vote, within the tight timeframe allowed can prove difficult: in 2014, public campaigning against the ratification of an investment treaty led to a Parliamentary debate in the House of Lords, but only after the treaty had already been ratified.

In any case, ratification intervenes at a late stage in the treaty making process. At that point, parliament usually cannot amend a treaty – it can only approve or


91 For a global synopsis of constitutional provisions on treaty ratification, see B.A. Simmons, Mobilizing Human Rights: International Law in Domestic Politics (2009), App. 3.2, available at scholar.harvard.edu/bsimmons/mobilizing-for-human-rights.


93 The Act provides that Section 20 does not apply if a Minister ‘is of the opinion that, exceptionally, the treaty should be ratified without the requirements of that section having been met’. Constitutional Reform and Governance Act of 2010, Section 22.

94 Ibid., Section 20(3)–(8).

reject it, though parliament might be able to insist on certain reservations to be made if the treaty in question allows this.96 There are examples of parliamentary rejection, or pre-emptive government action to avoid formal rejection: the European Parliament rejected a major anti-counterfeiting agreement,97 and in the 1990s Brazil signed several investment treaties but brought none of them into force partly due to opposition in Congress.98 Further, the perceived risk that parliament might not approve a treaty unless some provisions are included could influence negotiations before the treaty is signed.99 In practice, however, it is often difficult to reject treaties in their entirety, because significant time and resources may have been invested in their negotiation, advantageous provisions may be perceived to offset problematic ones, and a rejection could damage important international relations. Significant time pressures may also be at play, further reducing the scope for meaningful parliamentary activity. Overall, this analysis lends support to the thesis that, ‘even democratic States suffer from a considerable democratic deficit’.100

Another common argument about safeguards for rules-based democracy in international treaty making is the fact that, in ‘dualist’ jurisdictions, a ratified treaty creates binding obligations on the international plane but can only produce effects in the domestic legal order if it is incorporated into national law, which depending on the jurisdiction may require an act of parliament.101 The adoption of legislation to implement a treaty creates additional opportunities for parliamentary and possibly public debate. However, apart from the intrinsic limitations of this approach in promoting democratic oversight of policy decisions that establish international constraints ‘upstream’ of national legislation,102 these features are of limited relevance to international investment law. Indeed, investment treaties typically enable investors to bring alleged breaches of treaty standards to international investor-state arbitration, rather than (or in addition to) domestic courts. Instead of entrenching international commitments into national law, these arrangements effectively aim to shelter the investment protection regime from the operation of national law. One rationale for this approach is that public authorities can change national law in ways that could be detrimental to investors or their investments, so national

96 Wouters, et al., supra note 86, at 34–5.
99 This consideration may well have played a role in the amendments made to the investor-state dispute settlement provisions of CETA, supra note 11. See, e.g., D. Vincenti, ‘EU, Canada Change ISDS Clause, Get Closer to “Gold-Plated Trade Deal”, EurActiv, 29 February 2016, available at www.euractiv.com/section/trade-society/news/eu-canada-change-isds-clause-get-closer-to-gold-plated-trade-deal/ (citing the EU Commissioner as expressing confidence that the revised text would meet ‘the expectations . . . of the European Parliament’).
100 Wouters, et al., supra note 86, at 35.
101 De Mestral and Fox-Decent, supra note 9, at 581.
102 Kurtz, supra note 54, at 260.
law is deemed to provide only limited reassurance. While this argument does have merit, the point here is that the arrangement reduces or even eliminates the need for incorporating the treaty into national law, and with that the opportunities for parliamentary debate that may be associated with adopting legislation to domesticate international treaties into the national legal order.

These rules-based aspects tend to focus on the relationship between the executive and the legislature. They emphasize the role of the institutions of representative democracy in treaty ratification. Formal opportunities for more direct citizen engagement seem rare, but examples exist. In 2007, for example, Costa Rica held a referendum on a trade and investment treaty, the Dominican Republic – Central America – United States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA). The ‘yes’ vote won by a narrow margin, paving the way to Costa Rica’s ratification of the treaty. Formal public consultations on investment treaties may also provide an avenue. One example (not relating to treaty ratification) is the carefully-circumscribed online consultation launched by the European Commission on the investment chapter of the proposed TTIP.

This analysis points to considerable diversity among jurisdictions, but also to some limitations of international and constitutional rules in providing opportunities for democratic oversight of investment treaty making. Arguably, the fundamental framing of rules on ratification largely emerged at a time when international law had more limited reach than is the case for contemporary international economic treaties. Depending on the circumstances, ratification may not be required, it may only involve approval at the government level, or else it may create some opportunity for parliamentary scrutiny at a late stage in the process or under intense time pressures. In some polities, recent evolutions have increased opportunities for parliament or even the electorate to have a say in treaty ratification, and robust parliamentary powers at the ratification stage can affect earlier phases of treaty making. Depending on the jurisdiction, however, the legal channels for parliament to shape investment treaties may pale in comparison to the central role of parliament in developing national legislation; while formalized opportunities for citizens to have a say in investment treaty making outside parliamentary processes tend to be very limited.

4.2. An action-based perspective on investment treaty making
Moving the focus from a rules-based to an action-based conception of democracy unlocks insights on important but oft neglected aspects concerning the workings of democratic processes. In relation to investment treaty making, an action-based perspective would encompass public and parliamentary debate on fundamental policy choices upstream of individual treaty negotiations, and public and parlia-

mentary scrutiny throughout the negotiation and ratification process. Again, space constraints only allow for a few broad brushstrokes, and the lack of systematic evidence prevents a comprehensive analysis of trends.

In the late 1990s, the negotiation of the Multilateral Agreement on Investment prompted NGO campaigning in several high-income countries, which partly contributed to the failure of the negotiations. Overall, however, historical patterns seem to point to very little citizen engagement with investment treaty making, particularly in low- and middle-income countries. Many governments handled investment treaty making as a technocratic process, and it seems plausible to speculate that many of the over 3,000 treaties constituting the global investment treaty network were concluded with little public debate about the costs and benefits of treaty negotiation and ratification. Indeed, research on investment treaty making in low- and middle-income countries has cast doubt on whether government officials themselves fully considered the costs and benefits of the treaties. There are no comparable studies assessing the extent to which parliaments and citizens at large understood, considered, and debated those costs and benefits; but if the debates occurred, little trace of them appears to be left. It has been noted that even in ‘mature’ democracies such as the US and the EU economic treaties ‘often receive far less democratic scrutiny than domestic legislation with the same socio-economic redistributive impact.’

Multiple factors may explain this situation. International investment law involves complex technical issues and, until the relatively recent rise of investor-state arbitration, investment treaty making remained a largely obscure area of international law. Practical constraints can affect parliamentary scrutiny. Where parliaments do have constitutional powers on treaty ratification, competing demands on parliamentary time and resources can prevent them from making full use of those powers, and parliamentary votes are not necessarily preceded by full debate of the relevant issues. Where parliament and the executive are politically aligned and party discipline is strong, scope for independent scrutiny would tend to be reduced. Practical constraints can affect citizen action too. Public awareness of investment treaties is often limited, as is publicly available information about developments in treaty negotiations, and concerns have been raised about asymmetries in access to information between business and advocacy groups. Under such circumstances, ensuring quality in any deliberative processes can present significant

106 Poulsen, supra note 68.
107 Weiler, supra note 4, at 556.
108 See the example of the Korean ratification of the US-Korea Free Trade Agreement, discussed in Y. Kim, ‘The Policy and Institutional Framework for FTA Negotiations in the Republic of Korea’, in J. Harrison (ed.), The European Union and South Korea (2013), 41, at 49–52. On the difficulties of holding a parliamentary debate in the United Kingdom before the Colombia-UK investment treaty was ratified, see supra note 95.
challenges. Even Costa Rica’s experience with holding a referendum before ratifying CAFTA, discussed above, has not been without critics. Some commentators pointed to the pressures exercised by business groups during the referendum campaign, and to significant asymmetries in the financing of the ‘yes’ and ‘no’ campaigns, going as far as arguing that these circumstances ‘made the referendum appear as a tool for citizen manipulation rather than an instance of informed citizen participation’.\footnote{A. Breuer, ‘Costa Rica’s 2007 Referendum on the Dominican Republic - Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR): Citizen Participation or Manipulation?’, (2009) 45(4) Representation 455, at 464.} Finally, the asymmetric negotiating power relations that often characterize treaty negotiations, particularly between low- and high-income countries, would tend to further shrink the scope for citizens in low-income countries to influence treaty making.\footnote{Weiler, supra note 4, at 556.}

Democratic oversight issues in treaty making also apply to other areas of international law, and to the international as well as the national plane. On the international plane, treaty negotiations in general tend to be conducted between relevant government departments, often with limited public scrutiny and participation, and investment treaties are no exception to this trend. However, the past 25 years have witnessed shifts in several areas of international law making. Major multilateral treaty conferences are increasingly attended by non-state actors – particularly in environmental diplomacy, but also in the areas of human rights and international criminal law.\footnote{For example, many NGOs attended the UN Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court (Rome, 15 June–17 July 1998). See De Mestral and Fox-Decent, supra note 9, at 591, and Non-Governmental Organizations Accredited to Participate in the Conference, UN Doc. A/CONF.183/INF/3 (1998).} Conference attendance does not necessarily translate into meaningful access to information, and NGOs have highlighted the challenges they face in multilateral environmental diplomacy.\footnote{S. Duyck, ‘Promoting the Principles of the Aarhus Convention in International Forums: The Case of the UN Climate Change Regime’, (2015) 22(4) Review of European, Comparative and International Environmental Law 123, at 131.} Nonetheless, the shift seems significant. The decentralized structure of investment treaty making, coupled with possible concerns about the confidentiality of commercial negotiations, reduce space for comparable developments – and investment treaty negotiations have not experienced a similar opening up.\footnote{See, however, the information disclosed, the advisory group established and the stakeholder events held in connection with TTIP negotiations. Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: Documents and Events, European Commission Online, available at ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/in-focus/ttip/documents-and-events/index_en.htm.} The low levels of public oversight in investment treaty making create challenges for democratic governance, and a UN Independent Expert went as far as openly questioning the democratic legitimacy of the international investment regime.\footnote{Report of the Independent Expert on the Promotion of a Democratic and Equitable International Order, UN Doc. A/70/285 (2015), at 10, available at www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/70/285. See also Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Human Rights Council on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples on the Impact of International Investment and Free Trade on the Human Rights of Indigenous Peoples, UN Doc. A/70/301 (2015), at 52–5, available at www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/70/301.}

That said, democratic scrutiny of investment treaty making has evolved significantly in recent years, particularly in the context of negotiations among

\[\text{https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms}\]
medium- and high-income polities that offer space for political contestation. The institutions of representative democracy have provided an important arena for these developments. As investor-state arbitrations highlight the implications that investment treaties can have in a wide range of policy areas, some parliaments are taking a more proactive role in investment treaty making, and NGOs have put pressure on parliaments to do so.\(^\text{117}\) In the EU, after the Lisbon Treaty came into effect,\(^\text{118}\) the European Parliament has leveraged its greater say in economic treaty making to provide specific guidance on investment treaty policy,\(^\text{119}\) and on individual treaty negotiations,\(^\text{120}\) upstream of the actual negotiations. The integration of investment issues into wider economic partnership agreements has arguably fostered parliamentary interest, because of the more wide-ranging policy issues at stake: in Europe, the negotiation of the proposed TTIP with the US was accompanied by a flurry of parliamentary activity, both at the EU level and in EU member states,\(^\text{121}\) with investment protection proving a significant sticking point.\(^\text{122}\) Several parliamentary inquiries offered opportunities for input by external experts and organized citizens. In the UK, for example, both the House of Lords and the House of Commons conducted inquiries on TTIP, including its investment provisions, and where relevant they raised issues with EU negotiators.\(^\text{123}\) In some cases at least, national parliamentary activities fed into the development of the negotiating mandate by the Council, in which national governments are represented.\(^\text{124}\)

This proactive role of parliaments has come into tension with restrictions on access to information,\(^\text{125}\) and limited levers for parliaments to ensure proper
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\(^{121}\) Jančić, supra note 109, at 209 (estimating that TTIP has been discussed in no fewer than 32 parliamentary chambers in the EU).
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\(^{125}\) Access to documents concerning negotiations is often restricted, even for parliamentarians. In relation to TTIP negotiations, public pressures eventually led to an arrangement for the European Parliament to have unrestricted access to the documentation. Framework Agreement on Relations between the European Parliament and the European Commission, Official Journal of the
follow-up on their deliberations. It has also been associated with heated public debates about the most appropriate level and timing of parliamentary scrutiny. A few days before the planned signature ceremony of CETA, for example, the vote of a regional parliament in Belgium raised the prospect that the trade deal would be sunk. Belgian constitutional law requires regional as well as federal parliamentary approval of treaties such as CETA. The impasse was ultimately overcome after Belgium issued a declaration addressing some of the parliamentarians’ concerns, and parliamentary approvals were granted. The experience suggests that parliamentarians can take very seriously their role in scrutinizing international treaty making. It also illustrates the considerable pressures that parliaments can experience if opportunities for scrutiny occur so late in the process. At the same time, this experience raises questions about the most effective means for enabling parliamentary scrutiny. Time pressures led to a somewhat chaotic unfolding of events, and at one point the Canadian Prime Minister reportedly took a last-minute decision not to board the plane bound for the planned signature ceremony. The prospect of a body representing a small share of the EU population blocking a treaty backed by all other EU member states led to accusations of ‘political hostage-taking’, and to concerns about ‘paralysis’ in EU trade and investment policy. At a deeper level, the fact that constitutional law in other EU member states does not confer comparable powers to regional assemblies in effect gives disproportional political weight to some subnational representative bodies, raising questions about equality among citizens in their ability to influence public decisions.


For example, some statements on TTIP issued by national parliaments received no or very brief responses from the European Commission. Jančič, supra note 109, at 214.


R.J. Bartunek and P. Blenkinsop, ‘Belgium Breaks Deadlock over EU-Canada Trade Pact’, Reuters, 27 October 2016, available at www.reuters.com/article/us-eu-canada-trade-idUSKCN1Z2RoXQ. See also Déclaration du Royaume de Belgique, supra note 128, Section B. The declaration includes several references to the investment chapter, reflecting the prominence of this chapter in the debate.
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Outside parliamentary processes, public scrutiny by organized citizens also seems to be on the rise. Some recent investment treaty negotiations involved significant public mobilization, especially where investment provisions were folded into more encompassing (and as such more visible and potentially impactful) trade and investment treaties. These developments are particularly evident in high-income countries. Advocacy has relied extensively on social media campaigns, media outreach, and public protests, but there is also experience with ‘creative’ use of legal processes. In Europe, for example, citizens’ groups filed a request for a ‘European citizens’ initiative’ on two major proposed economic treaties. A European citizens’ initiative is an invitation to the European Commission to propose legislation, which must be backed by at least one million EU citizens coming from at least seven member states. The citizens’ initiative asked the Commission ‘to repeal the negotiating mandate for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) with the US, and ‘not to conclude the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) with Canada. The European Commission rejected this request, finding that it was not in line with EU legislation. However, NGOs pushed ahead with the petition as a tool to catalyze awareness raising and citizen engagement, and the petition reportedly marshalled over three million signatures. The investment chapters featured prominently in NGO advocacy on CETA and TTIP, and in response the European Commission proposed an ‘investment court system (ICS)’ to settle investor-state disputes and negotiated its integration into CETA. The proposed ICS sparked considerable debate and has so far failed to assuage NGO concerns.

While systematic data is not available, parliamentary and citizen scrutiny of investment treaties appears to remain substantially more limited in many low- and middle-income countries. Nonetheless, documented examples exist. In Malaysia, for example, a coalition of NGOs, consumer groups, public health organizations, and trade associations conducted extensive campaigning, awareness raising, alliance building, and government lobbying to advocate on the investment chapter of the proposed TPP, with parliamentarians also scrutinizing the negotiations. In
Myanmar, NGOs conducted advocacy on a proposed bilateral investment treaty with the EU. In addition, the international nature of investment treaties catalyzed alliance building for citizen engagement beyond the boundaries of nation states. Examples included sharing information and analysis among NGOs active in the 12 TPP countries, and joint letters calling for greater transparency signed by parliamentarians from several of those countries.

Many investment treaties worldwide continue to be concluded with little public scrutiny. The sustained attention received particularly by some ‘mega-regional’ negotiations contrasts with the limited public debate that characterizes other treaty making processes, especially bilateral agreements that are more narrowly focused on investment issues. But these developments suggest that, in several polities, citizens and parliaments are increasingly making use of available spaces for debate and influence. They also point to ongoing renegotiations of the relationship between the executive and the legislature in treaty-making processes. This is exemplified by the European Parliament’s successful drive to obtain expanded access to TTIP documentation, mentioned above, which begs questions about whether comparable arrangements should apply to other negotiations. In addition, the experience with the proposed European citizens’ initiative on CETA and TTIP, then turned into an unofficial petition, illustrates how some citizen actions have been pursued despite their exclusion from formalized processes. This citizen activism raises issues deserving more complete empirical investigation – for example, on the nature and agendas of the actors driving that activism; and whether citizen activism is fostering real policy change, or merely lending democratic legitimacy to policies that present substantial continuity with previous practice.

From a democratic governance perspective, however, demand for greater citizen and parliamentary scrutiny of investment treaty policy contrasts with the enduring limitations that, depending on the jurisdiction, may characterize the rules shaping formalized opportunities for democratic oversight. Differently put, there are gaps between action- and rules-based dimensions, with legal rules at times struggling to accommodate developments in action-based democracy. The lack of systematically considered rules for citizen and parliamentary activity has also created difficulties in terms of both effective public scrutiny and orderly treaty making, as the Belgium/CETA example illustrates. There is a strong case for reforming the rules, and improving implementation of existing law, so as to augment and clarify opportunities for democratic oversight. Evolutions
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in investor-state arbitration provide insights on transitions from action to rules, and
the analysis now turns to exploring this issue.

5. Public participation in investor-state arbitration: from action to rules?

In recent years, investor-state dispute settlement has formed the object of much
debate, in which strong positions have been taken on issues such as respect for
the rule of law and space for democratic control over the management of public
affairs. The past ten years have also witnessed major evolutions in the legal rules
shaping opportunities for citizen engagement with dispute settlement processes.
A vast academic body of literature has emerged on these issues, and there is no
need to repeat the analyses developed in those extensive writings. The planned
establishment of an ICS, reflected in CETA, has already been mentioned, and if
implemented this reform could significantly change the nature of investor-state
dispute settlement; but it is still too early to discuss its operation. On the other
hand, this section develops a few reflections that highlight a democratic governance
perspective in both its rules- and action-based dimensions.

An initial set of questions concerns the appropriateness of a democratic gov-
ernance framework for discussions about investor-state arbitration. In many na-
tional jurisdictions, the judicial function is largely subtracted from the operation
of electoral politics, in line with the doctrine of separation of powers. This would
at first sight seem to establish neat boundaries between the spheres of adjudication
and democratic decision-making. However, setting aside the conceptual implica-
tions of the (at least indirect) role of electoral politics in judicial appointments in
some jurisdictions, two considerations make a democratic lens relevant to investor-
state arbitration. First, investor-state arbitration has been at the centre of public
(and particularly non-specialist) debates about investment law and democratic gov-
ernance, featuring prominently in media reports and in public advocacy on pro-
posed economic treaties such as TTIP, TPP, and the ongoing negotiations of the
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). In effect, investor-state
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arbitration has come to epitomize public concerns about the relationship between the international investment regime and national democratic space.

Second, issues about the independence, transparency, and integrity of adjudication processes, and about the ability of those processes to include third-party and public interests as may be required, are relevant to an analysis of democratic governance that considers its close relationship with the rule of law. These issues have featured prominently in recent debates about, and critiques of, investor-state arbitration, including in relation to its perceived limited transparency and constrained opportunities for third parties to bring concerns to the attention of arbitral tribunals. These issues have also constituted important arenas for efforts to address the perceived ‘legitimacy crisis’ of investor-state arbitration, including measures to increase transparency and enable NGO participation in arbitral proceedings. As discussed, it is important to problematize the equivalence often too quickly drawn between ‘democracy in action’ and NGO activities, particularly in contexts where NGOs claim to be bearers of a public interest (often tied to specific institutional mandates) but may operate in the absence of effective arrangements to ensure their own accountability to citizens in the polities where they work. That said, developments concerning NGO participation in investor-state arbitration provide important and as yet underexplored insights on the interplay between rules-and-action-based notions of democracy.

The relevant scholarly literature largely focuses on evolutions in arbitration rules. However, a closer examination highlights the central place of action-based dimensions in efforts to open up investor-state arbitration. The emergence of amicus curiae submissions to arbitral tribunals is a case in point. Non-governmental institutions pioneered these submissions, drawing on experience developed in jurisdictions such as Canada and the US. In 2001, a tribunal established under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and operating under United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) arbitration rules first decided that it had the power to accept such submissions, and stated that it was ‘minded’ to accept the submissions made. The first comparable opening under the arbitration rules of the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) occurred in
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While spearheaded by non-governmental groups, these early submissions benefited from the support of some states, and from the apparent concern of arbitral tribunals to ensure that proceedings are perceived to be ‘transparent’ rather than ‘secretive’.\(^{154}\)

These actions appear to have played a pivotal role in promoting rules reform – first in North America, and then globally. Under NAFTA, a 2003 statement of the NAFTA Free Trade Commission, issued after the first *amicus curiae* application and partly drawing on that experience, established a process for non-disputing party submissions.\(^{155}\) This process was then applied to the arbitration where NGO action first raised the issue.\(^{156}\) Further, the US model investment treaty of 2004 and actual US treaties concluded from around that time introduced language allowing tribunals to accept *amicus curiae* submissions.\(^{157}\) Amendments in the ICSID Arbitration Rules followed in 2006, empowering ICSID arbitral tribunals to accept *amicus curiae* submissions.\(^{158}\) In 2013 and with input from non-governmental actors,\(^{159}\) UNCITRAL introduced new Rules on Transparency that also empower tribunals to accept *amicus curiae* submissions.\(^{160}\) A multilateral convention adopted in 2014 aims to facilitate the application of the new UNCITRAL Rules on Transparency to arbitrations based
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\(^{154}\) Methanex Corporation v. United States of America, supra note 152, at 49. In this arbitration, the respondent US government (Ibid., at 16–23) and Canada (Ibid., at 10) supported allowing the *amicus curiae* submissions, while Mexico (Ibid., at 9) and the claimant (Ibid., at 12–15) opposed them.


on investment treaties concluded before 2014. Several investment treaties contain provisions on *amicus curiae* submissions, which would apply irrespective of the arbitration rules governing the arbitration.

Important restrictions remain, for example in relation to public access to hearings and case documentation, and to transparency in amicable settlements. In practical terms, limited access to the necessary resources and expertise may also prove a barrier. In addition, arbitral tribunals enjoy considerable discretion in deciding whether to accept *amicus curiae* submissions, and what use, if any, to make of the arguments contained therein. Further, there is no systematic evidence of the difference, if any, that the submissions make to the outcomes of arbitration. Nonetheless, these legal developments constitute a significant change in the formal space for citizen engagement with investor-state arbitration. The reforms have paved the way to further NGO activity. Tribunals have accepted *amicus curiae* submissions in several investment disputes, including cases relating to water supply contracts, investor challenges to legislation designed to reverse historical injustices, and disputes stemming from extractive industry projects. Practitioner-based insights suggest that savvy collective action, not just legal expertise, has been an important factor in this growing citizen engagement with investor-state arbitration. In one arbitration concerning a mining project in El Salvador, for example, *amicus curiae* submissions were sustained by an alliance including grassroots groups based in the affected mining areas; national NGOs capable of turning local issues into national policy debates; and international NGOs with the legal expertise and campaigning clout to take the issue to a global level.

This brief discussion of *amicus curiae* submissions is not intended to provide an exhaustive analysis of the complex relationship between democratic governance and investor-state arbitration. However, the findings shed some light on the dynamic interlinkages that exist between the rules- and action-based dimensions of democratic governance. NGO action to assert public scrutiny over arbitration processes preceded and most likely promoted formal changes in applicable rules, which in turn paved the way to further citizen engagement in a range of arbitration contexts. This insight may stimulate reflection on tackling the gulf that exists between action-based initiatives to promote democratic oversight of investment treaty mak-
ing on the one hand, and the often limited formal channels for influence on the other. For research agendas, the relevance of action-based dimensions highlights the importance of investigating not just the technical issues involved in the design and implementation of applicable rules (the traditional purview of legal analysis), but also the real-life conditions that can enable, or constrain, action to push the boundaries of applicable law.

6. Conclusion

Over the past decades, economic globalization has been accompanied by extensive developments in the international law governing foreign investment. Investor-state arbitration creates a unique space for international review of public action, and international investment law has come to intersect with a wider range of policy areas than was the case a few decades ago. These developments involve complex technical issues, but also political choices – not least because the international investment regime can affect the way the costs of public action are distributed between governments and businesses. While at least partly founding its legitimacy on the purported exclusion of foreign investors from the democratic process, the investment regime in fact raises probing questions about its relationship with democratic governance.

This article developed an analytical framework for exploring that relationship, mobilizing the notions of rules- and action-based democracy to examine three interlinked themes: how the investment regime intersects with democratic space at the national and subnational level; the place of democratic processes in the making of investment treaties; and public participation in investor-state arbitration. The findings point to a great diversity of contexts, to limitations in the legal rules enabling democratic oversight of investment treaty making, and to growing citizen engagement with the investment regime, particularly in medium- and high-income polities. There is a gulf between, on the one hand, the far-reaching developments in the international legal frameworks governing cross-border investment, which are prompting parliaments and citizens to seek a greater say in investment treaty policy; and on the other, the enduring limitations that, depending on context, may affect formal opportunities for democratic oversight of those frameworks. As a result, the response to what some perceive as a ‘legitimacy crisis’ of the international investment regime cannot be just a technical fix, a reflection on technical options for the recalibration of investment treaties. A full response arguably requires strengthening democratic oversight of the international investment regime.

The interplay between rules- and action-based dimensions of democracy is at the centre of these reflections. Historically, international investment law has emerged through a highly dynamic process involving decentralized negotiation and contestation.166 This feature is reflected in relations between states, which negotiate the treaties, and between law makers and those called upon to interpret and apply the law – for example, where states have refined treaty formulations in response to arbit-

ral interpretations. The dynamic, decentralized nature of international investment law is also reflected in the role of non-state actors: NGO action kick-started *amicus curiae* submissions in investor-state arbitration, with the subsequent legal reforms to formalize and regulate this practice in turn enabling greater citizen engagement with arbitration proceedings. In analytical terms, the dynamic nature of the international investment regime compounds the case for considering not just the rules, but also the action-based dimensions that underpin their evolution. And in policy terms, action-based developments affecting public and parliamentary scrutiny of international investment law call for reforming the rules to enhance and clarify formal opportunities for democratic oversight. While the past 15 years have witnessed an opening up, albeit partial, of investor-state dispute settlement, time is now ripe to reconsider spaces for democratic decision-making in the development of investment law.

Against the backdrop of the often sweeping statements made about the erosion of state power in the context of economic globalization, states (and supranational polities such as the EU) remain important sites for democratic action. Two factors underpin this continued importance. First, states play a central role in shaping the legal regime for cross-border investment flows. States negotiate investment treaties, so it is states that have the legal authority to do and undo investment treaties, or recalibrate their content – even though their ability to influence negotiations varies significantly due to imbalances in negotiating power.167 Second, depending on political systems states may provide the primary spaces for democratic governance. For these reasons, much action to strengthen democratic oversight has targeted public authorities in relation to a polity’s participation in international treaty making. Context does matter, however, particularly given the very diverse degrees of political space that exist in different polities – from democratic countries to authoritarian regimes.

The continued importance of national and supranational polities provides pointers for possible reforms. Specifics inevitably depend on the context. In the EU, for example, the Lisbon Treaty expanded the competences of the EU and enhanced the powers of the European Parliament. Key issues involve clarifying the competences of EU and national authorities in investment treaty policy, and strengthening the relationships of communication and accountability between citizens and members of the European Parliament.168 Globally, and depending on the context, reforms may involve rethinking constitutional rules and practices to increase transparency throughout treaty negotiations, and to empower parliament to play a greater role in providing guidance ahead of treaty negotiations, scrutinizing those negotiations and properly deliberating on ratification. Parliamentarians need specialized technical support if they are to play their role effectively in a policy arena involving complex technical issues. Besides strengthening the institutions of representative democracy, there is scope for imaginative thinking about workable legal arrangements to enable more direct forms of democratic governance, building on les-

168 See also Kleimann and Kübek, *supra* note 132.
sons from the advances and challenges involved in early experiences with citizens’ initiatives and other bottom-up processes.

At the same time, the investment regime has created new spaces for citizen engagement at the international level. International investment law involves the delegation of authority to investor-state arbitral tribunals, and the growing body of amicus curiae submissions shows that these international processes provide some opportunities for citizen engagement. But it is the treaty making stage that presents greater scope for influencing the key parameters of the investment regime. Multiple polities are grappling with similar issues, creating considerable room for citizen action that transcends national boundaries. While investment treaty negotiations are bilateral or regional, there is scope for international spaces to facilitate public debate, lesson sharing, and alliance building – complementing existing expert- and government-led processes on the technical aspects of international investment law with more open spaces for citizens’ groups and parliamentarians to reflect on the underlying policy choices. Such international initiatives may also catalyze public debate in low-income countries where citizen or parliamentary engagement has so far been more limited.

In the longer term, strengthening democratic oversight could help to both foster reconsideration of the parameters of international investment law and increase its perceived legitimacy. Promoting informed public debate in arenas dominated by complex technical issues and major economic stakes presents practical challenges. These challenges are likely to prove particularly difficult in low-income countries where capacity constraints may be more acute (as reflected, for example, in lower literacy rates) and political space for genuine dialogue more limited. At the same time, international investment law provides a test case for wider efforts to design systems of democracy that are able to deliver, at scale, bottom-up policy making in relation to politically and economically sensitive issues. At the very least, discussions about the investment regime can feed into wider debates about strengthening democratic oversight of international law making in more general terms. Seizing the opportunity requires imaginative ideas and practice, and sharing lessons from innovation. Amid narratives of ‘post-truth’ politics, it is clear that citizen engagement must build on rigorous analysis if it is to be properly informed. Therefore, there is a need for accessible but accurate information to enable citizens to make up their minds, and an important role for scholarship to generate evidence and inform public choices on the future of international investment law.